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Behold the splendour of India! The worldâ€™s most culturally, racially and religiously diversified nation
beckons one and all to revel in the utter brilliance and absolute charisma of this ancient civilisation.

Loads of keen vacationers need no excuse to book air tickets to India but there are others who just
arenâ€™t aware of the countryâ€™s enthralling allure and look for reasons to book airline tickets to India. For
the latter category of travellers, 2012 brings the most incredible set of lures and charms to force
them to contemplate booking those very elusive cheap airline tickets to India. Apart from the
increasingly advancing infrastructural lures, the New Year promises dozens of incredibly vibrant
festivals and events that ensure tourists who book air tickets to India in 2012 have a whale of time.

Surajkund Mela

Bidding adieu to balmy Indian winters is made easy by this spectacular annual carnival that takes
place on periphery of Indiaâ€™s capital city of Delhi. Tourists who book air tickets to India to experience
the much fabled â€˜Indiannessâ€™ will find it an ideal event to squeeze it out! Big turbaned men, sari-clad
women and a milieu that screams vibrancy at top of its lungs will greet tourists here. Held in
February, Surajkund Crafts Mela allows rovers to appreciate the incredible range of Indian
handicrafts, artefacts and handlooms. 

Holi

Holi, also known as the â€˜Festival of Coloursâ€™, is an opportunity to discover the legendary Indian bash.
During this wonderful festival people make merry by throwing coloured powder and water on each
other. Families also cook up yummy ethnic cuisines to round of their day by treating their bellies!
Book airline tickets to India around March 2012 to experience this colourful festival. 

Baisakhi

Baisakhi, a mid-April festival, is an incredible window that offers a peek into the countryâ€™s vibrant
ethnicities. Baisakhi is a predominantly Punjabi festival that allows foreigners to augment their
cultural knowhow by attending festivities like feasting, bhangra dancing, folk music and fairs.

Mt. Abu Summer Festival

Rajasthan has a reasonable share of fairs and festivals that entice tourists to book flights to the
region. The Mt. Abu Summer Festival is one of the charming festivals that allows foreigner to delve
deep in the wide ocean of Indian charm. Held every year in May, the festival is renowned multi-day
carnival that features a range of lures, including boat race, horse race, musical shows and displays
of all sorts.

Rath Yatra

Rath Yatra is a splendid festival that takes place in Puri, Orissa in July. Dedicated to Lord
Jagannath (a reincarnation of Lords Vishnu and Krishna), Rath Yatra is famous because it attracts
millions of devotees.
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